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ABSTRACT
Programmable shunt valves are commonly used devices for the treatment of hydrocephalus. Unlike fixed shunt valves, programmable devices allow the operator to alter the amount of CSF drainage without the need for shunt revision or valve replacement. With their increased use, many different programmable shunt valves have been developed by various manufacturers; each programmable shunt valve has a distinct radiographic appearance and CSF drainage setting. Because of potential interactions with MR imaging scanners, which can alter programmable shunt valve function, understanding and accurately reporting these devices is essential.

Learning Objectives: Identify commonly used programmable shunt valves and understand their CSF drainage settings to enable the detection of device alterations after MR imaging scanning.

INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, the use of programmable shunt valves (PSVs) for the treatment of hydrocephalus has increased dramatically.1 Unlike traditional fixed shunt valves (FSVs), which have one specific CSF drainage setting, PSVs allow for noninvasive alteration in the amount of CSF drainage by using external tools that transmit a codified magnetic signal to the valve motor.2 Although the clinical impact of PSV use remains controversial,3 multiple studies demonstrated efficacy and decreased complication rates with PSVs compared with FSVs in the setting of complex or normal-pressure hydrocephalus.4-10 Complex hydrocephalus includes multiple potential etiologies in which there is a need for long-term CSF drainage, often related to congenital malformations, such as Dandy-Walker syndrome or Chiari malformations. Also, because it is difficult to predict which cases will be complicated, some researchers advocate for PSV use in all patients in which CSF needs to be drained.11

Due to potential interactions of PSVs with MR imaging scanners, radiographic evaluation is routinely performed to assess CSF drainage settings before and after MR imaging examinations. Standard radiographs of the shunt valve and catheter tubing are also common for the assessment of suspected shunt dysfunction. Therefore, it is important for neuroradiologists to be familiar with the
PSV radiographic appearance, CSF drainage settings, and potential pitfalls in radiographic interpretation.

**PSVs**

**General Radiographic Features**

The radiographic appearance of a PSV is unique among manufacturers and also varies among different PSV types or versions produced by the same manufacturer. However, in general, PSVs are distinguished from FSVs by the presence of a radiopaque rotatory component (Fig 1), which often contains a notch to determine the CSF drainage setting. Additional small radiopaque markers may be used to determine laterality or version of the PSV (Fig 1). Different versions of a PSV may have different CSF drainage settings, an example of which is the Sophysa (Orsay, France) Polaris valve.\(^{12}\)

There are several components of PSVs (Fig 2). First, it is important to recognize that there can be a normal radiolucency at the calvarial entry site of the shunt catheter, which should not be misinterpreted as a catheter fracture or discontinuity. A circular radiopaque pumping reservoir is present just before the ventricular catheter and allows for catheter access and patency evaluation. Next, the adjustable valve is recognized through visualization of a radiopaque dial. Caudal to the PSV, an antisiphon device may be in place. The function of the antisiphon device is to prevent excessive drainage of CSF with large fluctuations in hydrostatic pressure, as can be encountered when standing.\(^{13}\) The antisiphon device may have a round radiodense component and can potentially mimic the PSV dial.

**Codman**

The Codman Hakim PSV (Johnson & Johnson, Wokingham, UK) is a commonly encountered PSV manufactured by Integra LifeSciences.\(^{14}\) The Codman Hakim PSV (Fig 3) is recognized by its round radiopaque dial. A small radiolucent notch is located at the periphery of the valve dial, the position of which determines the CSF drainage setting. The Codman Hakim PSV drainage settings range from a valve opening pressure of 30 to 200 mm H\(_2\)O, and increase sequentially by increments of 10 mm H\(_2\)O. A central marker is seen along the cephalad portion of the valve. Adjacent to the central marker is a small round radiopaque marker, which is used to determine laterality of the valve and is important to prevent...
misinterpretation of CSF drainage settings if the valve is flipped.

The Codman Certas is another PSV manufactured by Integra LifeSciences. This PSV was recalled in 2013, a voluntary class II FDA recall, due to potential MR imaging interactions with the valve, which were not indicated on the package insert. The recall was terminated in 2015, with the subsequent release of the Codman Certas Plus PSV, which has an identical radiographic appearance and CSF drainage settings as the original Codman Certas PSV.

The Codman Certas PSV (Fig 4) is identified by 2 parallel radiopaque bars, which correspond to the valve dial. Along the inner margin of one of the radiopaque bars is a small, round radiopaque marker, which denotes the PSV CSF drainage setting. Similar to the Codman Hakim PSV, there is an additional small, round radiopaque marker at the cephalad aspect of the valve used to determine laterality. The Codman Certas PSV has 8 performance settings (Fig 4). Positions 1 through 7 correspond to different ranges of CSF drainage, depending on the valve flow rate. At position 1, the CSF drainage will be set to a valve opening pressure of 25 mm H$_2$O (±20 mm H$_2$O, depending on the valve flow rate). Valve opening pressures will incrementally increase from positions 1 to 7. At position 8, the Codman Certas PSV is set to “virtual off,” which allows minimal CSF flow through the valve. When interpreting the Codman Certas PSV, one should report at which of the 8 performance settings the valve dial is set.

**Sophysa**

The SPV is a commonly encountered PSV. Similar to the Codman Certas PSV, the SPV (Fig 5) is recognized by 2 parallel radiopaque squares, which correspond to the valve dial. Five radiopaque markers are present on the side of the valve and determine the CSF drainage setting. Position 1 is at the cephalad aspect of the valve and the markers incrementally increase to position 5, toward the caudal aspect of the valve. A small curvilinear radiopaque line can be used to determine the cephalad portion of the valve.

Adjacent to the cephalad curvilinear line is the marker used to determine the PSV version, with each Sophysa Polaris version having different valve opening pressure ranges (Fig 5). If there is no marker, then this corresponds to the SPV-140, with a pressure range of 10 to 140 mm H$_2$O. One marker corresponds to a pressure range of 30 to 200 mm H$_2$O (SPV), 2 radiopaque markers correspond to a pressure range of 50 to 300 mm H$_2$O (SPV-300), and 3 radiopaque markers correspond to a pressure range of 80 to 400 mm H$_2$O (SPV-400). It is important for the neuroradiologist to recognize both the valve version and dial position.

A less common valve by Sophysa is the Sophysa Mini 8 (SM8) (Fig 5). Similar to the Sophysa Polaris, the SM8 has radiopaque squares that denote the valve dial and 0 to 3
markers at the cephalad aspect of the valve to determine the valve version. The valve version pressure ranges are identical (SM8-140, SM8, SM8-300, and SM8-400) to the Sophysa Polaris; however, there are 8 possible positions of the valve dial, determined by the position of the dial in relation to radiopaque markers at the left aspect of the valve.

**Medtronic (Minneapolis, MN)**

Three PSVs by Medtronic are currently used: the Strata II (Fig 6), Strata II small (Fig 6), and Strata NSC (Fig 7). A fourth PSV by Medtronic, the Strata MR (Fig 7), is no longer used due to a design problem with the valve that may result in underdrainage of CSF (FDA class I recall). Also, although still commonly used, the Strata II and Strata NSC PSVs were involved in a previous FDA class II recall, similar to the Codman Certas, which was done to emphasize potential interactions with MR imaging scanners.

The Medtronic PSVs are identified by a unique radiopaque valve dial, which has a circular central component, with squared lateral margins (Figs 6 and 7). At one side of the dial is a small radiolucent notch, which points to the CSF drainage setting. For Medtronic PSVs, there are 5 valve performance levels, beginning at 0.5 and increasing by increments of 0.5 to a maximum valve setting of 2.5 (Figs 6 and 7). Each performance level corresponds to a range of valve opening pressures, which vary, depending on the valve flow rate and distal hydrostatic pressure. The distal hydrostatic pressure is determined by supine and upright positioning, and this valve feature prevents overdrainage of CSF when standing.

The Strata II, Strata II small, and Strata NSC each have different radiopaque markers at the cephalad aspect of the valve dial (Figs 6 and 7). Additional small, round radiopaque markers are also present and determine valve laterality when interpreting the performance level. It is important for the neuroradiologist to report the Medtronic valve type and performance level.

**Aesculap**

There are 3 PSVs manufactured by Aesculap (Tuttlingen, Germany): proGAV, proGAV 2, and proSA PSVs. The proGAV PSV (Fig 8) is recognized by its valve dial shape, which is round centrally, with a squared and pointed margin on each side. The pointed side of the dial designates the PSV CSF drainage setting, which ranges from 0 to 20 cm H2O valve opening pressure. After 1 cm H2O, the valve opening pressure increases by increments of 3 cm H2O. A flat radiolucent margin along the outer aspect of the PSV is used to determine valve laterality.

The proSA PSV (Fig 8) has a similar-appearing valve dial as the proGAV. The proSA CSF drainage settings range from 0 to 40 cm H2O and increase by increments of 10 cm H2O. A scalloped radiolucent margin is present along the inner aspect of the proSA to determine valve laterality. The proGAV 2 valve dial is unique in appearance compared with the proGAV and proSA, with a total of 6 radiopaque dots that form a triangular shape, which points toward the CSF drainage setting (Fig 8). The proGAV 2 CSF drainage settings range from 0 to 20 cm H2O and increase by increments of 2 cm H2O. A small saucer-shaped radiolucency on the side of the valve is used to determine laterality.
FSVs are also commonly used for the treatment of hydrocephalus. Unlike PSVs, FSVs allow for a specific CSF drainage setting, which is not adjustable. FSVs are best differentiated from PSVs by a lack of a radiopaque dial component. Importantly, FSV CSF drainage settings are not affected by MR imaging interactions; therefore, screening radiographs are not needed before MR imaging scanning. There are multiple FSVs produced by each of the major shunt manufacturers. Two commonly used FSVs by Medtronic are the PS Medical Delta (Fig 9) and CSF Flow-Control (Fig 10) valves, each of which has 4 versions with different CSF drainage settings. However, more importantly, the PS Medical Delta and CSF Flow-Control valves lack an adjustable dial (Fig 10) and should be readily differentiated from PSVs. Similar designs are demonstrated for Sophysa and Codman FSVs (Fig 11).

**IMAGING PITFALLS**

As previously emphasized, PSVs must be differentiated from FSVs to allow for appropriate MR imaging screening radiographs and correct interpretation of PSV settings. One FSV that can be misidentified as a PSV is the Aesculap Dual

---

**FIG 8. Aesculap PSVs.** A, The proGAV PSV with a unique valve dial shape. The flat radiolucent outer margin (arrow) is used to determine laterality. B, The proGAV PSV is set to 3 cm H2O (*). C, The proSA PSV with similar valve shape as proGAV. The radiolucent laterality marker (white dashed lines) distinguishes this valve type. This valve is set to 30 cm H2O (*). D, The proGAV 2 PSV with 6 markers forming a triangular configuration, the tip of which determines the valve setting (*) of 14 cm H2O. The radiolucent laterality marker is seen on the side of the valve (white dashed lines).

**FIG 9. Medtronic PS Medical Delta FSV.** There are 4 different versions, identified by the shape and number of radiopaque markers (right diagram). Each version has a fixed performance level of 0.5 to 2.0. The depicted FSV version has a performance level of 2.0 (left image).

**FIG 10. Medtronic CSF Flow-Control FSV.** There are 4 different versions, identified by the shape and number of radiopaque markers (right diagram). Each version has a fixed performance level of low-low pressure to high pressure. The depicted FSV version has a medium pressure setting (left image).

**FIG 11. Representative Sophysa and Codman FSVs.** A, The Sophysa Pulsar FSV has a valve pressure range of 10 to 190 mm H2O, depending on the number of markers at the base. The depicted Sophysa Pulsar FSV version has a fixed pressure range of 60 to 120 mm H2O. B, The Codman Hakim Precision In Line FSV has a performance level of very low to high. The depicted Codman Hakim Precision In Line FSV version has a performance level of low-medium.
Switch valve,\textsuperscript{23} which has a central radiopaque component (Fig 12) that can be mistaken for a PSV dial. The number of radiolucent dots along the Aesculap Dual Switch FSV determines its version and CSF drainage settings (Fig 12).

Two programmable shunts that can also be misidentified are the Sophysa Polaris and Codman Certas. Because the adjustable dials on these PSVs are similar in appearance, the neuroradiologist must be aware of their radiographic differences. The Codman Certas has a more rectangular-shaped dial, with a small radiopaque dot on one side to determine the dial position (Fig 4). The Sophysa Polaris valve dial is more square in shaped (Fig 5) and has only 5 potential shunt settings on the side of the valve, compared with 8 circumferential settings for the Codman Certas.

Lastly, PSV radiographs should be interpreted with a centered anterior-posterior or posterior-anterior projection. If images are obtained with obliquity, then the valve dial can appear to be at an inaccurate position (Fig 13). Also, oblique images, depending on the PSV type, can make it impossible to determine the position of the laterality marker (Fig 14). If obtained with obliquity, radiographs should be repeated to avoid misinterpretation of CSF drainage settings.

**MR IMAGING SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS**

The Codman Hakim, Codman Certas, Medtronic Strata II, and Medtronic Strata NSC programmable valves are MR imaging conditional for scanners up to 3T magnet strength.\textsuperscript{14,17,24} The manufacturers recognize the potential for MR imaging scanners to alter PSV drainage settings and recommend that these valves be screened with radiographs before and after MR imaging scanning. The highest spatial gradient magnetic field for these PSVs is 720 gauss/cm. The recommended specific absorption rate for Codman Hakim, Strata II, and Strata NSC is 3 W/kg for 15 minutes.

Aesculap PSVs are also MR imaging conditional and are able to be scanned up to 3T magnet strength.\textsuperscript{23} Although the manufacturers state that there is no impact on the performance of the valves by MR imaging scanners up to 3T, they also warn that, when using a magnetic field and simultaneously pressing on the valve, an adjustment of the valve cannot be excluded. The highest spatial gradient magnetic fields for the proGAV, proSA, and proGAV 2 are 430, 720, and 1400 gauss/cm, respectively. The maximum whole-body specific absorption rate for 15 minutes of scanning is 2.9 W/kg for proGAV and 4 W/kg for proSA or proGAV 2. No local transmit coils should be placed over the valves.

The SPV is MR imaging conditional up to 3T magnet strength.\textsuperscript{25} The researchers indicate that, because of the “magnetic lock” mechanism of the valve, there is no effect of high magnetic field strength on valve performance. However, the SM8 does not have this valve mechanism and can be altered by magnetic fields.\textsuperscript{23} Currently, the SM8 is MR imaging conditional at 1.5T magnet strength only.
Fixed valves vary in their MR imaging safety profile but are generally MR imaging conditional at 1.5T and 3T magnetic field strengths. For example, the Medtronic PS Medical Delta FSV is conditional up to 3T, whereas the Medtronic CSF Flow-Control valve is conditional at 1.5T only. Importantly, FSV performance is not affected by magnetic fields, and these devices do not need screening radiographs after MR imaging scanning.

CONCLUSIONS
PSVs are effective devices for the treatment of complex hydrocephalus. Because PSV performance settings can be altered by MR imaging interactions, it is important to be familiar with the radiographic interpretation of CSF drainage settings and potential imaging pitfalls.
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